The DOE Scholars Program introduces students or recent college graduates to DOE’s mission and operations. As a participant in the DOE Scholars Program, you will have a competitive edge for familiarizing yourself with DOE functions while showcasing your education, talent, and skills.

Disciplines: Engineering; physical sciences; environmental sciences; computer science and information technology; physics; business; policy; program management; mathematics; statistics; safety and health; accounting and finance; law; communications; and other related areas.

Eligibility: U.S. Citizens Only. Undergraduate, graduate or post-graduate of an accredited institute of higher education.

Locations: Various locations across the U.S.

Duration: DOE Scholars internships are typically during the summer months and are approximately 10 weeks in length. Limited extensions may be granted based on the needs of the facility and the intern’s availability.


Benefits: Stipends are a minimum of $600 per week depending on academic status. Travel to and from the appointment site will be paid when the distance is over 50 miles one-way.

Learn more and apply now at DOE Scholars (http://orise.orau.gov/doescholars).